After 8
FOR YOUTH & THE YOUNG AT HEART

7 WEEKS OF ACTIVITIES AND ENJOYMENT PROVIDED BY US AT
TIME AFTER 8
GREAT FOR ALL AGES; CHILD, TEENAGER OR ADULT

WEEK 1
19TH JULY – 25TH JULY
MAKE
FORTUNE COOKIE RECIPE –PROMISE COOKIE
You will have probably heard of Chinese fortune cookies,
but did you actually know that these cookies were
invented in America! The idea of a fortune cookie is that it
has a note inside that is supposed to tell you what your
year will be like. Well we thought it would be nice to
make promise cookies instead, with a promise placed
inside of the cookie instead! Have a go at making these at
home! (Recipe from BBC Good Food)
Ingredients

2 egg whites
1 tsp of vanilla extract
1 tsp of almond extract

PROMISES
This week’s theme is ‘PROMISES’.
Everyone makes promises and some
people do on a regular basis. To make a
promise is to tell someone that you will
certainly do something. All too often
promises are broken. Has anyone ever
broken a promise they made to you?
Have you ever broken a promise you
made to someone else?
When a friend or family member breaks
a promise you can easily feel
embarrassed, let-down and really
annoyed. They have broken your trust.
Well luckily for us, there is a God out

3 tbsp of sunflower oil

there who never breaks His promises,

100g of plain flour

and they even have great promises for
you!

2 tsp of cornflour
100g of caster sugar
1 ½ tbsp of black
sesame seeds

Dig deeper into this theme of
‘Promises’ with this week’s video
released at 8pm Sunday 19th July
2020 on our YouTube Channel ‘Time
After 8’

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 180C and line a large baking tray with baking paper. Write or print fortunes on to
pieces of paper measuring 6cm long and 1cm wide.
2. Put the egg, almond, oil and 2 tsp cold water into a bowl and whisk until frothy.
3. Put the flour, cornflour, sugar and a pinch of salt into another bowl then sift into the egg mixture.
4. Whisk the entire mixture until it looks like batter then chill for 1hr.
5. Put a tbsp of mixture on the baking sheet and use the back of a spoon to swirl the mixture into an 8-10cm
circle. Repeat to make more cookies, spacing them part from each other.
6. Sprinkle every other one with black sesames, and bake for 10-12 minutes (until golden).
7. When out of the oven, quickly turn the cookies over and put your promise in the centre. Then fold the
cookie in half to secure the fortune inside, pinching the sides. Place in a muffin tin to retain their shape.
.

DO

LISTEN

Everyone likes a bit of a cheesy
challenge so why not try this one at
home! Your task is to balance a golf ball

There is this amazing song by the wellknown singer ‘Lauren Daigle’. The song is
called ‘You Say’, and is all about what
promises God made over our lives, and
how we can live without fear or worry
because these promises are so great!

on top of a tower/structure made from
all of the equipment below! It must
balance for at least 5 seconds!








Five shoeboxes
Five plates
Five Oreos
A shoe
A bag
An orange
A golf ball

Have a listen and find her song on
Youtube!

(idea inspired by
ministrytoyouth.com)

SOLVE
This week we have got an easy and a hard Sudoku for you to solve, sourced online from
‘sudoku.game’. If you have never done one before, here are the rules. Every vertical and
horizontal line needs to have all the numbers between 1 and 9. However every smaller 3x3
box also needs to have all the numbers between 1 and 9 within.

EASY

HARD

WEEK 2
26TH JULY – 1st AUGUST

ENDURANCE

BAKE
Thousands of years ago people still ate a diet
that was not to dissimilar to ours. They often
ate bread and in the story of Moses in the

This week’s theme is ‘ENDURANCE’. All
of us have endured and endure problems

Bible, we hear that the Hebrews ate unleavened
bread-bread without yeast-so that they didn’t
have to wait for it to rise!

and difficult circumstances we wish we

That’s’ why we thought it might be nice to get

work, peer pressure, depression, mental

you guys to make bread faces at home!!!!

didn’t have to. Every day we experience
so-called ‘Life Battles’. These might be
bullying, anxiety, problems at school or
health or physical health problems.
Especially when a problem or a difficulty
has affected you for a long-time you can
end up becoming extremely tired and
weary, and feel so very alone.
However, we can’t let life’s difficulties
overcome us! We must become stronger
and more confident in ourselves and more
reliant on God and our surrounding
friends and family.
Dig deeper into the theme of ‘Endurance’
by watching this week’s video at our
YouTube Channel ‘Time After 8’. It will

CHALLENGE
You may remember that a few weeks ago we
challenged you at home to go without
something for a day-this might have been
social media, phone, etc. Now we are
challenging you to go one step further and
last a whole week without something like
this. When you feel like giving in why not go
for a walk, sing a song or write a letter to
someone!

be premiered this Sunday 26th July
2020 at 8pm.

SOLVE
This week we have an easy quick
crossword for you and then a cryptic
crossword for those who like a hard
challenge!
(sourced from theguardian.com)

WEEK 3
2nd AUGUST – 8th AUGUST

PERSEVERENCE

CHALLENGE

This week’s theme is ‘PERSERVERANCE’.
Perseverance is when you carry on doing
something again and again despite

This week we have a very on-topic challenge for all
of you at home. This is to BE KIND to someone who
maybe isn’t kind back. This might be your cranky
next-door neighbour, your brother or sister, or
someone else who is struggling in your community.
Try to make it that you do a kind gesture or a good
thing for someone else every day, not expecting

difficulty. For some this will look like
applying for the 1000th job after being
sacked again; for others it might be
revising again and again to improve very
bad grades; or for others it might be
continuing to do something good or help
someone despite resistance. Christians
all around the world persevere with their

anything back, and try to do these for people you
may have a poor relationship with.

faith. Despite persecution (attack) for

See what difference it makes to them, or even the
difference it makes to you!

Message-their belief in Jesus Christ and

believing in God in some countries, these
Christians carry on spreading the Gospel
God.
What are you persevering at at the
moment? Is it hard to try again?
Dig deeper into this week’s theme by
watching this week’s video at our
YouTube Channel ‘Time After 8’. The
video will be premiered at 8pm on Sunday
2nd August!

SOLVE
Some puzzles and maths problems can be
really difficult to complete unless you’re a
mathematician. However it is always best to
try and try again, for in the end you will break
through! Have a go at solving the following
problems!

1. A farmer is on his way back from the market, with him he has a fox, a
chicken and some grain. When he reaches a river crossing he must
use a small boat only big enough for him and one other item.
Unfortunately if the fox is left alone with the chicken it will eat it, as will
the chicken eat the grain. Explain how the farmer can cross the river.

2. Six, three lions and three wilder beasts
need to cross a river using a raft. Only two
animals can go at once. The problem is, if
the lions ever outnumber the wildebeest,
they'll eat them. How can they all cross the
river?
RULES: 1. The raft needs at least one
animal to paddle it across the river, and it
can hold at most two animals.
2. If the lions ever outnumber the
wildebeest on either side of the river
(including the animals in the boat if it's on
that side), they'll eat the wildebeest.

THINK

3. The animals can't just swim across, and
there are no tricks; the animals have to use
the boat as described.

Persevering with a life problem, depression, or a
health struggle can be very difficult if you are on your
own. That is why it is always better to get help!
If you are struggling with a subject at school why not
ask a friend for help!
If you have worries or anxiety at work, why not make
your worries known to a colleague or to the boss!
If you are struggling with poor physical or mental
health, why not tell your family and friends, and get
help from a professional or some counselling.

The following are Help Lines to ring if you

Everyone needs help at some point in their life and
lots of us are too afraid to ask for it!

want to talk about a mental health struggle
with someone.

You don’t have to persevere alone, be supported by
friends, family and/or God.

DO
The Yorkshire Wildlife Trust has a
special treat for us this week-THANK
YOU! It is another ID sheet that we
recommend taking out for a walk or
using as part of a scavenger hunt
around your garden! See Below:

THE MIX (Young People)
0808 808 4994
themix.org.uk
CHILDLINE (Children)
0800 11 11
childline.org.uk
SHOUT (for young people and adults)
Text Shout to 85258
https://www.giveusashout.org/get-help/

WEEK 4
9th AUGUST – 15th AUGUST

DELIVERANCE

ART
All across the world people are held captive with an
estimation of around 40.3million slaves existing in
the world in 2018. When these slaves are set free

This week’s theme is ‘DELIVERANCE’.
The word deliverance means set free
from a difficult situation, and comes

there is such rejoicing.

from the word ‘deliver’. If you are

Why not have a go at painting a picture of their

getting a parcel through the post, a
letter or any other delivery through the

deliverance from slavery. What would this look
like?

anything like us you will absolutely love

post. You might even hope to become a
postman or postwoman one day,
delivering parcels and letters and putting
smiles on people’s faces. However,
sometimes that which is delivered can be
something not at all like what you bought,
or have been damaged in transit. Other
times your delivery might not even
arrive!
Deliverance from difficult situations is a
recurrent theme in the Bible, and in our
lives today. All of us hope, wait and pray
that our difficulties will go away and ask
that we might come out the other side.
Often with time we do end up overcoming

SOMETHING A LITTLE MORE
ABSTRACT…
Grab a paintbrush and some paints
watered down a little with water.
Then set up a piece of thick paper
in the garden. Turning on your
favourite party music, begin to
flick paint at the paper with your
brush in time with the music. See
what creation you might make?

our problems, but other times the actual
problem might not go away. Though there
is not always a physical cure, we can pray
for a change of view, acceptance and
contentment in our difficult
circumstances, and this can be as good as
a result as any.
Dig deeper into this topic with this
week’s video, premiered at 8pm on
Sunday 9th August 2020, on our YouTube
Channel ‘Time After 8’.

SOLVE
Can you spot the 12 difference between the two pictures below? (sourced from sprucecraft.com)

MAKE

Purrfect Cards

Why not have a go at making your own ‘Quirky
Cards’ or ‘Cards With A Difference At Home’ and
post them to people you know or people in need!
Have a go at making the following card below:

EQUIPMENT
o
o

o
o
o
o

A4 sheet of card (cut
lengthways)
Paper in different
colours (heavy paper
stock better)
Glue stick
Scissors
Pens, a little white paint
for reflection in eyes
Print-out Template
(Below)

(sourced online at Red Ted Art)
These pop-up cards are so cute and great
to send people. We really love the ‘You Are
Pawsome’ tag line as it is always great to
build each other up! Well read below to
find out how you make these:

METHOD
1. Cut you A4 card in half length ways and fold.
2. Then cut-out the above printable
3. Create folds for feet and the middle bit
4. Glue together
5. Assemble ears and head and glue to body
6. Stick to card and then YOU’RE FINSIHED!

WEEK 5
16th AUGUST – 22ND AUGUST

FREEDOM

CHALLENGE
Fancy Dress is just like
Marmite-you either love it or
hate it! Well this week we are
going to challenge you to put
on your best fancy dress and
make the high street, park or
area where you live. Yes, you

This week’s theme is ‘FREEDOM’, so we
have a few questions for you at home.
First is this: ‘Have you ever felt
trapped?’ and the second: ‘If so, how did
it make you feel?’
To have freedom is to have the right to
act, think and speak as one wants, and

probably will feel a bit
embarrassed but think about
all the smiles and laughter you
will bring to other people!

also refers to the state of not being

Stepping out of your comfort
zone is a great way to

many more than this.

increase your self-confidence
and have a great laugh!

at some point in our lives. Whether you

DO
We have another marmite activity to challenge you
with-running! Well if you can’t run you don’t have to
do it, but what about some other long-distance
activity? We have heard so many stories about
people doing endurance activities for charity that
we thought it might be something you would
consider at home! Why not raise money for this
great anti-slavery charity ‘Hope For Justice’?

imprisoned or enslaved any longer. In the
last activity sheet we mentioned that in
2018 there were 40.3 million slaves in
the world. However we think there are
All of us have been enslaved and trapped
were actually living as a slave, or whether
you were a slave to fear, anxiety,
depression, illness, low self-esteem,
poverty, or other mental and physical
illnesses and restraints, everyone has
experienced a lack of freedom.
There is this great guy called ‘Jesus’ who
was the Son Of God, and who is spoken
about throughout the Bible. His life was
an example to us of how we might live
with full freedom.
Want to know how? Dig deeper into the
theme for this week by watching this
week’s video, available at our YouTube
Channel ‘Time After 8’, and premiered at
8pm on Sunday 16th August.

SOLVE

This maze sourced from kittybabylove.com is a right hard puzzle
to complete. The idea is that you enter the maze at the top left
corner and must leave from the bottom right corner of the maze,
however this, you will find, is much harder than you could ever
imagine!

On the following page you will find another maze in the shape of the brain.
Besides looking interesting this is also extremely hard to solve. Have a go at
getting out of the maze without crashing into any dead ends!

LISTEN
There is a fantastic song
called ‘No Longer Slaves’
by Bethel Music. To have
a watch and listen to the
video why not visit:
https://youtu.be/f8TkUMJt
K5k

WEEK 6
23rd AUGUST – 29th AUGUST

LIFE

FUNNY WATCH
‘Hitchhikers Guide To The
Galaxy’ is a must-see seriously
weird film that was produced
quite a few years ago. The
film is a comedy and flippantly
looks at the meaning of life.
It is worth a watch for just a
laugh and to see a falling
whale!

This week’s theme is ‘LIFE’. Yep, we
know, it is a pretty broad theme but
what we wanted to explore with you this
week was life in all its fullness, its true
meaning and purpose.
It is quite easy for us to feel like we are
a small fish in a big pond. However we
want to tell you that you are a big fish in
a big pond, and that you have purpose
and meaning.
There are around 7.6 billion people in te
world so it is no wonder that we feel
small. Often what people say to us and
how people act towards us can also leave
us feeling belittled and insignificant.
Social media is covered with other
people’s stories and we find our self lost

CHALLENGE
Volunteering is the challenge
for this week! Whether it is
volunteering to do house
work, volunteering to help at
the local food bank, or
something else! Get out and
make a difference in the
world we live in and to other
people’s lives!

to what the meaning of our own
existence is.
Christians all around the world believe
that every person’s life has value and
purpose. God didn’t make us by accident.
We don’t just exist for no reason! Look
around you, everything, the whole of
nature, is so complicated and intricate
that it needed a maker. Nobody on Earth
is an accident.
So what is your purpose?
Dig deeper into the theme for this week
by watching this week’s video at our
YouTube Channel: ‘Time After 8’. The
video will be premiered at 8pm on Sunday
23rd August.

BE A LIFE-CHANGER
The Arbor Day Foundation work to protect and help
the environment all over the world. Recently they
have been doing their #TEAM TREES campaign
where 20 million trees were planted in less than two
months.
You will already have heard of the global
environmental crisis we are in and how high carbon
dioxide and greenhouse gases are harming our
planet. Well there is a way we can begin to reverse
and stop the effects! Besides reducing our energy
consumption by turning off electric in the house and
using motor transport less, we can plant trees. Trees
absorb carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and
therefore help to reduce the effects of pollution!
Why not donate towards the campaign, plant trees
where you live, or join a planting campaign!

BE A LIFE-CHANGER
The Arbor Day Foundation work to protect and help
the environment all over the world. Recently they
have been doing their #TEAM TREES campaign
where 20 million trees were planted in less than two
months.
You will already have heard of the global
environmental crisis we are in and how high carbon
dioxide and greenhouse gases are harming our
planet. Well there is a way we can begin to reverse
and stop the effects! Besides reducing our energy
consumption by turning off electric in the house and

SOLVE
Fill-In the following crossword
with the words on the left. The
answer is provided at the
bottom.
(sourced online from
dreamstime.com)

using motor transport less, we can plant trees. Trees
absorb carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and
therefore help to reduce the effects of pollution!
Why not donate towards the campaign, plant trees
where you live, or join a planting campaign!

WEEK 7
30TH AUGUST – 5TH SEPTEMBER

SEASONS
This week’s theme is ‘SEASONS’.
An ancient Jew thousands of years ago
wrote: For everything there is a season,

LISTEN
There is this great tune that we absolutely love.
It is called ‘Thrive’ and is all about how we are
meant for so much more. How instead of just
surviving on this world we were actually made to
THRIVE!
To watch and listen to the music video by

A time for every activity under heaven.
A time to be born and a time to die.
A time to plant and a time to harvest.
A time to kill and a time to heal.
A time to tear down and a time to build up.
A time to cry and a time to laugh.
A time to grieve and a time to dance.
A time to scatter stones and a time to
gather stones.
A time to embrace and a time to turn
away.
A time to search and a time to quit
searching.
A time to keep and a time to throw away.
A time to tear and a time to mend.
A time to be quiet and a time to speak.
A time to love and a time to hate.
A time for war and a time for peace.
This man recognised how transient

Casting Crowns, copy the link below:

(fleeting) this world is. He recognised

https://youtu.be/ojH0au3pPq8

that are both good and bad despite
whether we have much or little, and

how we all go through times in our lives

whether we are a Christian or not.
That said, there is good news for us! We
can all have a hope and a strength that is
out of this world-that is freely available
to us, which is pure, eternal and life-

MAKE
This candle wax
tree we found on
‘Etsy’ look amazing!
Why not try to
invent and make
your own at home!

giving. That is through our hope in God
and Jesus Christ!
Find out where by digging deeper with
this week’s video at our YouTube Channel
‘Time After 8’. The video will be
premiered at 8pm on Sunday 30th August.

CRAFT
Above is a fabulous picture we found on clip-art. This is our inspiration for our next
activity! Go to B&M bargains or buy off ‘Amazon’, 4 long and thin canvases, acrylic paint,
black card and a craft knife!
When you have all the equipment, draw your silhouette designs for all 4 seasons on the
black card and cut out with a craft knife. Afterwards, paint all 4 canvases with green,
yellow, red and blue paint.
Stick the black stencil on to your canvases to get 4 canvases looking as good as or even
better than the above image!!!

GAME
Grab the rest of your household to play this silly-game!
It’s called ‘Hedgehog, Rabbit, Tree’, and it is similar to real
‘Rock, Paper, Scissors’. How it works is you do ‘rock, paper,
scissors’ with your hands whilst being in a hedgehog, rabbit or
tree pose. Everyone begins as a hedgehog, laid on their back with
all limbs in the air like spikes on a hedgehog. Once a player wins a
‘rock, papers, scissors’ contest they can get up into a crouched
position with their two front teeth on show-they are now a
rabbit. If that player then wins their next ‘rock, paper, scissors’
contest they become a tree-standing tall with arms as branches.
As a tree you have won, and do not need to do ‘rock, paper,
scissors’ anymore. However, every time you lose a ‘rock, paper,
scissors’ you end up as the object you were before.

TIME AFTER 8

WHO WE ARE…
We at Time After 8 want to reach
out to the young and the young at
heart. We are burning with the Holy
Spirit’s flame and want to share the
love of God and the promises He has
for us with everyone we can. We are
committed to reaching those who
are currently underrepresented in
the church setting and wish to
further God’s kingdom here on
Earth.

OUR MISSION…
We started trying to reach out to young people and adults
because we witnessed such a need for these people to have a
relationship with God. Church services have become so caught
in tradition and ritual that it seems that God is only for the
select few. Often Church services have not moved with the
times but have become stuck in the past. We want to change
this! We want to celebrate that Jesus is alive and that God
acts in the present! We want to see lives saved and people
healed in Jesus’ Name! We want Church services to become
one big celebration that Jesus is alive! Our mission is to make
Christianity accessible to everyone! We want to show that God
is in the here and now and is relevant to us today.

We hope you
enjoyed this sheet
and the videos we
made. Follow us on
social media and
keep in touch for
our upcoming
videos, activity
sheets and events!

BYE FOR NOW

PLEASE SHARE…

